
Leadership Positions 

MOPS International exists to encourage, equip and develop every mother of preschoolers to realize her 

potential as a woman, mother and leader in the name of Jesus Christ. 

A leadership team focused on the mission of MOPS is much more effective in reaching moms in their 

community for Jesus.  Each member of the leadership team is valuable.  This page provides an overview 

of MOPS leadership. Download handbooks for a breakdown of the essential functions of each member 

of the MOPS leadership team. 

Coordinator 

Every team needs a leader, a person who is responsible for pulling a variety of ideas and plans together.  

A MOPS Coordinator offers input, support and guidance to the leadership team and the entire MOPS 

group.  She works closely with her team and the church and provides clear expectations while 

encouraging resourcefulness and creativity.  

Publicity Leader  

Publicity works with the other areas of MOPS to provide a warm, nurturing, open atmosphere to make a 

woman feel good about coming and bringing her friends to MOPS.  Publicity brings people together.  It 

can unite the women in the group, bring in new moms and establish a network of prayer and support 

within the church.  Publicity is a vital link to your community and to your church. 

Discussion Group Leader (DGL) 

A quality small group experience goes a long way toward building relationships in your group.  This 

leader provides day-to-day support of each mom in her group.  It is also valuable to have one Discussion 

Group Leader designated as the DGL Team Leader. She can provide support and training for the other 

DGLs. 

Hospitality Leader  

The welcoming atmosphere of the MOPS meeting sets the tone and offers a pleasant and sustaining 

environment where relationships can be built.  Leadership in this area should emphasize the welcoming 

environment. 

 

 

 



Creative Activities Leader / Service Project Leader 

Time spent working together on projects for others or for themselves is a great way for mothers of 

preschoolers to have a sense of accomplishment and also to build community by working together.  

Some MOPS groups have a creative activity or service project at each meeting and others plan these 

periodically.  Do what makes sense for your group and gather other women to help plan and execute 

projects. 

MOPS Mentor  

A mentor is someone who walks a few steps ahead of us. At MOPS, she brings perspective on 

mothering, womanhood and relationships based on biblical principles and her own life experience.  As a 

mature woman with a personal relationship with Jesus Christ, a MOPS mentor seeks God in fulfilling the 

challenge of being a teacher, role model, counselor, friend and advisor to the leadership team and the 

MOPS group. 

Finance Leader  

Like any organization, your MOPS group will need funds in order to operate. A leader on your team will 

need to be responsible for managing the funds necessary for each meeting including MOPPETS 

expenses. This person will be responsible for signing up moms at the group meeting and registering 

them for MOPS International Members in the Leaders’ section of MOPS.org.  

 

MOPS groups can be effective with a few leaders or many leaders, as long as the essential functions for 

the group are covered. MOPS suggests these positions for a healthy leadership team, but the 

responsibilities of each position can be combined or divided up among team members as necessary.  A 

healthy MOPS group will incorporate the abilities, passions and gifting of various leaders into the overall 

leadership team. 


